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Off-diagonal geometric phases have been developed in order to provide information of the geometry of paths
that connect noninterfering quantal states. We propose a kinematic approach to off-diagonal geometric phases
for pure and mixed states. We further extend the mixed-state concept proposed infPhys. Rev. Lett.90, 050403
s2003dg to degenerate density operators. The first- and second-order off-diagonal geometric phases are analyzed
for unitarily evolving pairs of pseudopure states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pancharatnam’sf1g work on the geometric phase in inter-
ference of light waves in distinct states of polarization plays
a prominent role among early anticipations of the concept of
the geometric phase. It found its quantal counterpart when
Berry f2g discovered geometric phase factors accompanying
cyclic adiabatic changes. Since then there has been an im-
mense interest in holonomy effects in quantum mechanics,
which has led to many generalizations of the notion of geo-
metric phase. The extension to nonadiabatic cyclic evolution
was developed by Aharonov and Anandanf3,4g. Samuel and
Bhandarif5g generalized the pure state geometric phase fur-
ther by extending it to noncyclic evolution and sequential
projection measurements. Mukunda and Simonf6g put for-
ward a kinematic approach to the geometric phase. Further
generalizations and refinements, by relaxing the conditions
of adiabaticity, unitarity, and the cyclic nature of the evolu-
tion, have since been carried outf7,8g.

The concept of geometric phases for pure states has been
extended to mixed states. This was first addressed by Uhl-
mannf9,10g within the mathematical context of purification.
Sjöqvist et al. f11g introduced an alternative definition of
geometric phase for density operators with all the nonzero
eigenvalues being nondegenerate, based upon the experimen-
tal context of quantum interferometry. Singhet al. f12g gave
a kinematic description of the mixed-state geometric phase
in Ref. f11g and extended it to degenerate density operators.
The generalization to nonunitary evolution has also been ad-
dressed in Refs.f13–15g, and experimental test of the phase
concept in Ref.f11g has been carried out using nuclear mag-
netic resonancef16g.

All the above notions of geometric phase break down in
cases where the interference visibility between the initial and

final states vanishes, leading to an interesting nodal point
structure in the experimental parameter space that could be
monitored in a history-dependent mannerf17–22g. This
problem may be overcome by introducing the concept of
off-diagonal geometric phases, as was first put forward for
pure states in adiabatic evolution by Manini and Pistolesi
f23g. Mukundaet al. f24g removed the adiabaticity assump-
tion of Ref. f23g, and Hasegawaet al. f25,26g verified the
off-diagonal pure-state geometric phase by a neutron experi-
ment. The concept of the off-diagonal geometric phase has
been extended to mixed statesf27,28g represented by nonde-
generate density operators, as well as to the Uhlmann ho-
lonomy f29g. These off-diagonal mixed-state geometric
phases contain information about the geometry of state space
along the path connecting pairs of density operators, when
the standard mixed-state geometric phases in Refs.f9–11g
are undefined. In this paper, we propose a kinematic ap-
proach to the off-diagonal mixed-state geometric phase in
Refs.f27,28g and further extend it to the degenerate case.

II. KINEMATIC APPROACH TO OFF-DIAGONAL
GEOMETRIC PHASES

Consider anN-dimensional quantum systems, the pure
states of which are represented by vectors of Hilbert space
Hs. Let uc1l , . . . ,ucNl denote an arbitrary orthonormal basis
of Hs, and hUistd u tP f0,tg ,Uis0d= Ij be a one-parameter
family of unitarities fulfilling the parallel transport condi-
tions f11g,

kckuU
i†stdU̇istduckl = 0, k = 1, . . . ,N s1d

relative to the chosen basis. For any pair of basis vectors
uc j1

l and uc j2
l such that kc j1

uUistduc j2
lÞ0 and

kc j2
uUistduc j1

lÞ0, the quantity

g j1j2
s2d = Ffkc j1

uUistduc j2
lkc j2

uUistduc j1
lg, s2d

where Ffzg;z/ uzu for any nonzero complex numberz, is
gauge invariant and therefore a property of the pair of paths
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C j1
,C j2

: tP f0,tg→ uc j1
stdlkc j1

stdu , uc j2
stdlkc j2

stdu in projec-
tive Hilbert space. The sethg j1j2

s2d j constitutes the second-order
off-diagonal pure state geometric phase factorsf23g. It may
be extended by consideringl øN states yielding thelth-order
off-diagonal pure state geometric phase factors

g j1¯ j l
sld = p

a=1

l

Ffkc ja
uUistduc ja+1

lg, s3d

where uc j l+1
l= uc j1

l and kc ja
uUistduc ja+1

lÞ0 for all a
=1, . . . ,l.

Notice that there is an equivalence setS of unitaritiesŨstd
that all realizehCkj, namely those of the form

Ũstd = Ustdo
k=1

N

eiukstducklkcku, s4d

whereUstdPS andukstd are real time-dependent parameters
such thatuks0d=0. We may in particular identifyUistdPS by

substitutingUistd=Ũstd into Eq. s1d, so that we obtain

ukstd ; uk
i std = iE

0

t

kckuU†st8dU̇st8duckldt8 s5d

and

Uistd = Ustdo
k=1

N

e−e0
t kckuU†st8dU̇st8duckldt8ucklkcku. s6d

Inserting this expression into Eq.s2d for Uistd, we obtain a
kinematic expression for thel =2 off-diagonal geometric
phase factors as

g j1j2
s2d = Ffkc j1

uUstduc j2
lkc j2

uUstduc j1
lge−e0

tkc j1
uU†stdU̇stduc j1

ldt

3e−e0
tkc j2

uU†stdU̇stduc j2
ldt. s7d

In the above expression, the unitary operatorUstdPS need
not satisfy the parallel transport conditions. One may verify
that ug j1j2

s2d uŨstd= ug j1j2

s2d uUstd for any choice ofukstd.
An interesting aspect of Eq.s7d is that in the qubit case

with uc1l= u0l and uc2l= u1l, it follows that k0uU†stdU̇stdu0l
=−k1uU†stdU̇stdu1l for any SUs2d operation, leading to

g01
s2d = Ffk0uUstdu1lk1uUstdu0lg

= Ffk0uUistdu1lk1uUistdu0lg

= − 1, s8d

whenever k0uUstdu1lÞ0 and k1uUstdu0lÞ0. Thus, thep
shift in the qubit case is independent of the fulfillment of the
parallel transport condition Eq.s1d, a result that has been
experimentally verified for neutron spinf25,26g.

Similarly, for the higher-order off-diagonal geometric
phasesf23g, we obtain

g j1¯ j l
sld = p

a=1

l

Ffkc ja
uUstduc ja+1

lge−e0
tkc ja

uU†stdU̇stduc ja
ldt, l ø N

s9d

upon substitution of Eq.s6d into Eq. s3d. Once again, one
may verify that ug j1¯ j l

sld uŨstd= ug j1¯ j l

sld uUstd.
We now put forward a kinematic approach to the off-

diagonal geometric phases of nondegenerate mixed states
proposed in Refs.f27,28g. Let

r1 = l1uc1lkc1u + ¯ + lNucNlkcNu, s10d

where for all nonzero eigenvalues we havelkÞllÞk. Fur-
thermore, introduce the unitarity

W= uc1lkcNu + ucNlkcN−1u + ¯ + uc2lkc1u s11d

in terms of which any pair of membersr j1
, r j2

, j1Þ j2, of the
set

rn = Wn−1r1sW†dn−1, n = 1, . . . ,N s12d

are unitarily connected and do not interfere since
TrsWj2−j1r j1

d vanishes. In analogy with the pure state case,
the density operatorsrn constitute a set of states in terms of
which we may define the off-diagonal mixed-state geometric
phase factors asf27,28g

gr j1
¯r j l

sld = FFTrSp
a=1

l

UistdÎl r jaDG s13d

as long as the trace in the argument ofF does not vanish.
Here, Uistd satisfies the parallel transport conditions in Eq.
s1d and l øN. Apparentlygs1d are the standard mixed-state
geometric phase factors associated with the unitary paths
Mn: tP f0,tg→rnstd in state space. Furthermore, a physical
scenario has been demonstratedf27,28g for the l =2 case in
terms of two-particle interferometry.

As the nonzero eigenvalues of all mixed states under con-
sideration are nondegenerate, the parallel transport condi-
tions are still given by Eq.s1d andUistd by Eq. s6d. Substi-
tuting Eq. s6d into Eq. s13d, we obtain the kinematic
expression for the off-diagonal geometric phase factors for
mixed states under evolutionUstd as

gr j1
¯r j l

sld = FF o
i1,¯,i l=1

N

Îl li1−j1+1¯ liN−jN+1kci1
uUstduci2

l

3kci2
uUstduci3

l ¯ kciN
uUstduci1

lG
3expS−E

0

t

o
a=1

l

kcia
uU†stdU̇stducia

ldtD , s14d

where l−p=lN−p, p=0, . . . ,N−1. One may verify that the
phase factorsgr j1

¯r j l

sld are gauge invariant in that they are

independent of the choice ofUstdPS.
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III. OFF-DIAGONAL GEOMETRIC PHASES
FOR DEGENERATE DENSITY OPERATORS

We now generalize the concept of off-diagonal geometric
phases of nondegenerate mixed states to degenerate mixed
states. Let

r1 = l1P1;1
sm1d + ¯ + lKP1;K

smKd, s15d

where the nonzero eigenvaluelk, k=1, . . . ,KøN, is mk-fold
degenerate andP1;k

smkd the corresponding projector of rank
mk. The choice uc1l , . . . ,ucNl of orthonormal Hilbert
space basis and concomitant permutation unitarityW
= uc1lkcNu+ ucNlkcN−1u+¯ + uc2lkc1u defines a set of nonin-
terfering density operators,

rn = l1Pn;1
sm1d + ¯ + lKPn;K

smKd, n = 1, . . . ,N, s16d

where Pn;k
smkd=Wn−1P1;k

smkdsW†dn−1, n=1, . . . ,N. Note thatPn;k
smkd

ÞP
n8;k
smkd for nÞn8.

The parallel transport conditions for a unitary path
t→rnstd with rns0d=rn could be taken as

Pn;k
smkdUn

i†stdU̇n
i stdPn;k

smkd = 0, k = 1, . . . ,K. s17d

In terms of the orthonormal Hilbert space basis
uc1l , . . . ,ucNl, Eq. s17d is equivalent to the more familiar

parallel transport conditionsf12g kcmuUn
i†stdU̇n

i stducnl=0, ∀
pairs ucml , ucnlP Pn;k

smkd, and reduces to those of Ref.f11g in
the nondegenerate case whereK=N.

Now, suppose there is a one-parameter family of unitari-
ties hUstd u tP f0,tg ,Us0d= Ij defining the paths Mn:
tP f0,tg→rnstd=UstdrnU

†std, n=1, . . . ,N. Then, for each

rn, there is an equivalence setSn of unitaritiesŨnstd that all
realizeMn, namely, those of the form

Ũnstd = UstdVnstd s18d

with

Vnstd = an;1std + ¯ + an;Kstd, s19d

wherean;kstd is unitary on thekth degenerate subspace, i.e.,
an;kstdan;k

† std=an;k
† stdan;kstd=Pn;k

smkd andan;ks0d=Pn;k
smkd. We can

identify Un
i stdPSn by substitutingUn

i std=Ũnstd into Eq.s17d,
and obtain

an;k
i std = Pn;k

smkdT expS−E
0

t

Pn;k
smkdU†st8dU̇st8dPn;k

smkddt8DPn;k
smkd,

s20d

whereT denotes time ordering. The parallel transporting uni-
tary operators forrn may be expressed asUn

i std=UstdVn
i std

with supplementary operatorsVn
i std=an;1

i std+¯ +an;K
i std.

In the presence of degenerate subspaces, some of the par-
allel transporting unitaritiesUn

i std must be different from
each other. Thus, unlike the nondegenerate case, where a
common parallel transportingUistd can always be found,
such a common operator parallel transporting all the statesrn
does not exist in the degenerate case; we need to take
U1

i std , . . . ,UN
i std to parallel transportr1, . . . ,rN, respectively.

SubstitutingUja

i std=UstdVja

i std, a=1, . . . ,l, into Eq. s13d for
the ath Uistd, we obtain the off-diagonal geometric phase
factors of the degenerate mixed states as

gr j1
¯r j l

sld = FFTrSp
a=1

l

UstdVja

i stdÎl r jaDG s21d

for nonvanishing trace in the argument ofF. The phase
value calculated in Eq.s21d is manifestly gauge invariant

under choice of the sethŨnstdj, which shows that it is only
dependent upon the paths traced by the states. We may verify
this point by repeating the demonstration of Ref.f12g.

Again, once the paths of states are defined by some uni-
tary operator Ustd, the supplementary operatorsVja

i std,
a=1, . . . ,l, and thereforeUja

i std, may be different for each
r ja

. However, if all the statesr ja
have the same degeneracy

structuref31g, they share a common unitary operatorUistd.
For a general set of statesr j1

, . . . ,r j l
, whether a common

unitary parallel transporting operator exists depends both
upon the states and the unitarityUstd. In the case where a
common parallel transporting unitary operator does not exist,
two or more unitary operators are necessary to calculate the
off-diagonal geometric phases. For this reason, experimental
tests of off-diagonal geometric phases may be difficult to
implement in such cases.

IV. EXAMPLE: PSEUDOPURE STATES

Let us illustrate the above for pseudopure states, which
take the form

rn =
1 − e

N
I + eunlknu, n = 1, . . . ,N ù 2 s22d

with 0,eø1, andunl any p-qubit state. Such states have a
single nondegenerate eigenvectorunl with eigenvalue
f1+sN−1deg /N and an sN−1d-fold degenerate eigenvalue
s1−ed /N with eigenprojectorI − unlknu. Pseudopure states ap-
pear generically as input states to standard liquid-state NMR
quantum computers, in case of whichN=2p, p being the
number of nuclear spin qubitsf30g.

Now, we wish to compute the two lowest-ordersl =1 and
l =2d geometric phases for the pseudopure statesrn and rm
with knuml=0. Let

Ustd = I − Pnm+ Unmstd, s23d

where Pnm is the projection operator onto the subspace
spanned byhunl , umlj andUnmstdUnm

† std=Unm
† stdUnmstd=Pnm.

In the case of liquid-state NMR quantum protocols, one may,
for example, take

unl = u0l1 ^ ¯ ^ u0lq ^ ¯ ^ u0lp,

uml = u0l1 ^ ¯ ^ u1lq ^ ¯ ^ u0lp, s24d

where 1øqøp so thatUstd represents single-qubit opera-
tions on theqth nuclear spin. Using Eq.s19d, we obtain the
parallel transporting unitarities
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Un
i = Um

i = I − Pnm+ Unmunlknue−e0
t knuUnm

† st8dU̇nmst8dunldt8 + Unmuml

3kmue−e0
t kmuUnm

† st8dU̇nmst8dumldt8. s25d

Thus, due to the specific form ofU, there is a single unitarity
parallel transporting bothrn and rm. This property may be

advantageous in experimental tests of thel =1 andl =2 geo-
metric phases forrn andrm. Note that a separate treatment of
the random mixturese=0d yields Un

i =Um
i = I.

Let us first analyze thel =1 geometric phase factors forrn
andrm in thee.0 case. Inserting Eqs.s22d ands25d into Eq.
s21d yields

grn

s1d = sgrm

s1dd* = FhsN − 2ds1 − ed + hf1 + sN − 1dege−iV/2 + hs1 − edeiV/2j

= exp3− i arctan1 hNe sin
V

2

sN − 2ds1 − ed + hf2 + sN − 2degcos
V

2
24 , s26d

whenever the phase factor is defined. Here,V is the geode-
sically closed solid angle on the Bloch sphere defined by
projection of the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the
pure state componentsunl and uml, and h= zknuUnmunlz
= zkmuUnmumlz is the pure state visibility. In the absence of
noisese=1d, the l =1 geometric phases become undefined iff
h=0, corresponding to the case whereunl and uml are inter-
changed. WhenhÞ0, we obtain the standard pure state geo-
metric phasesgrn

s1d=sgrm

s1dd* =e−iV/2. In the general cases0
,e,1d, the nodal points, defined as those points in param-
eter spacesh ,e ,Vd where grn

s1d and grm

s1d are undefined, are
obtained as solutions of

SsN − 2ds1 − ed + hf2 + sN − 2deg cos
V

2
D2

+ h2N2e2 sin2V

2

= 0. s27d

For N=2 snondegenerate cased, the nodal points are those
whereh=0, which is consistent with Refs.f27,28g, and when
hÞ0 we have

grn

s1d = sgrm

s1dd* = expF− i arctanSe tan
V

2
DG , s28d

which is consistent with Refs.f11,16g by identifyinge as the
length of the Bloch vector. ForNù3, a necessary condition
for a nodal point isV /2=s2k+1dp, k integer, andhÞ0. For
these solid angles, Eq.s27d reduces to

h =
sN − 2ds1 − ed
2 + sN − 2de

. s29d

Physical solutionssi.e., fulfilling hø1d of this equation exist
provided

e ù
N − 4

2sN − 2d
. s30d

Thus, for Nù5, there is a lower bound on the amount of
noise for the existence of nodal points, i.e., in too noisy input

states thel =1 geometric phases are always well-defined for
this U.

Let us now turn to thel =2 geometric phase forrn andrm.
First notice thatgrnrm

s2d =grmrn

s2d , which is due to the symmetry
of trace under cyclic permutations. Explicit calculation
yields

grnrm

s2d = FhsN − 2ds1 − ed + f2 + sN − 2degs− 1 +h2d

+ 2h2Îs1 − edf1 + sN − 1deg cosVj. s31d

Thus,grnrm

s2d = ±1, changing sign across a nodal surface in the
parameter spacese ,h ,Vd. This nodal surface is defined by a
vanishing argument ofF in Eq. s31d, i.e., the solution of

h2 =
2sN − 2de − N + 4

2 + sN − 2de + 2Îs1 − edf1 + sN − 1degcosV
. s32d

If cosVù0, solutions fulfillinghø1 always exist for allN
as long as Eq.s30d is satisfied. In the case where cosV,0,
however, 0øh2ø1 yields

N − 4

2sN − 2d
ø e ø

sN − 2d2 − 4 cos2 V

4sN − 1dcos2 V + sN − 2d2 . s33d

Thus, there are nodal points only for the amount of noise
satisfying the above equation. In the limiting caseN=2, the
upper bound one is negative and thus no nodal points exist,
which is consistent with Refs.f27,28g.

Now we wish to checkgrnrm

s2d at the nodal points ofgrn

s1d

=sgrm

s1dd* . For N=2, we obtain that the nodal points forl =1
and l =2 never coincide. ForNù3, insertV /2=s2k+1dp, k
integer, into Eq.s32d and eliminatee by using Eq.s29d,
yielding

h2 + h − 1 +
2h2

N − 2
ÎhsN − 2 −hd ; fsh,Nd = 0, s34d

the solutions of which are the common nodal points ofgrnrm

s2d

and grn

s1d. In Fig. 1, we have depictedfsh ,Nd for N
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=3,4,5,6 and weconclude that there are coinciding nodal
points forN.2. For these rare parameter values, one has to
resort tol ù3 geometric phases to retain some information
about the geometry of the path in state space.

To measuregr1r2

s2d , we add an ancillary systema and con-
sider pure statesuCnlPHs^ Ha, dimHa=N, such that the
partial trace TrauCnlkCnu=rn. For pseudopure states, the pu-
rifications take the form

uCnl =Î1 − e

N
o
kÞn

ukl ^ uwkl +Îe +
1 − e

N
unl ^ uwnl,

s35d

whereuw1l , . . . ,uwNl is an orthonormal basis ofHa. gr1r2

s2d may
be measured interferometrically as a shift in the interference
pattern

I ~ uUs ^ UauCnl + Vs ^ VauCnlu2 s36d

by choosing Us=eixWm−n, Vs=Un
i , Ua=Wm−n, and Va

=sUn
i dT, T being transpose with respect to the ancilla basis

uw1l , . . . ,uwNl andx a variable Us1d phase shiftf28g.
In liquid-state NMR, such a test could in principle be

implemented as follows. By adding an “auxiliary” nuclear
spin qubit pair in the stateu0l ^ u0l, prepare the total input

uGl = u0l ^ u0l ^ uCnl. s37d

Apply H ^ H ^ Is^ Ia, H ^ H being Hadamard on each aux-
iliary qubit, followed by the conditional transformation

Uc = u0lk0u ^ u0lk0u ^ Us ^ Ua + u1lk1u ^ u1lk1u ^ Vs ^ Va

s38d

with Us, Ua, Vs, andVa chosen as above. Finally, apply an-
other Hadamard transform on the auxiliary qubits and mea-
sure the output in the 00 channel. The resulting intensity
should confirm Eq.s36d.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have put forward a kinematic approach to the off-
diagonal geometric phases of pure statesf23g and nondegen-
erate mixed statesf27,28g. The kinematic approach to off-
diagonal geometric phases presented in this paper
emphasizes the path in state space as the primary concept for
the geometric phase and provides a tool to efficiently calcu-
late off-diagonal geometric phases for arbitrary unitary op-
erators and arbitrary density matrices. We have extended the
concept of off-diagonal geometric phases of nondegenerate
mixed states to degenerate mixed states. This kind of exten-
tion is essential since the geometric phase of degenerate
mixed statesf12g is undetermined in the case where the in-
terference visibility between the initial and final states van-
ishes, leading to an interesting nodal point structure in the
experimental parameter space that could be monitored in a
history-dependent manner. On the other hand, the notion of
off-diagonal geometric phase put forward for nondegenerate
mixed state in Refs.f27,28g breaks down in the case of de-
generate mixed states, while the latter case really includes
the most general quantum states and therefore this extention
is physically important. Our extension makes it possible to
obtain information of the geometry along the path in state
space when the standard notion of geometric phase for de-
generate density operators is undetermined. We have argued
that liquid-state NMR protocols constitute a possible physi-
cal scenario for testing of off-diagonal geometric phases for
degenerate mixed quantal states.
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